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Abstract.
In this paper we will give structure theorems for abelian /»-groups of
countable Ulm type utilizing the notion of high subgroup introduced by John M.
Irwin and its generalization, A-high subgroup, introduced by Irwin and E. A. Walker.
The general technique employed is to give conditions under which automorphisms
of these subgroups extend to automorphisms of the group.

In this paper we will give structure theorems for abelian /»-groups of countable
Ulm type utilizing the notion of high subgroup introduced by John M. Irwin and
its generalization, A-high subgroup, introduced by Irwin and E. A. Walker. The
general technique employed is to give conditions under which automorphisms of
these subgroups extend to automorphisms of the group.
Let G be a reduced abelian ¿»-group and ß a limit ordinal. A chain of subgroups
{Gn}neaof G is said to be a ¿S-highchain in G if Gn is a /»"G-high subgroup of G. If a
is the natural homomorphism from G onto GjpßG, then {o(Gn)}nei0is said to be a
j8-high chain in G/pßG. We show that if G and H are reduced abelian /7-groups such
that pßG^pßH, p"G is torsion complete and there exists an isomorphism between
G/pßG and H/pßH preserving the ß-high chains, then G and H are isomorphic. In
the case that peG is not torsion complete, heavy restrictions must be imposed on
these isomorphisms. In particular we have that a /?-group G for which Gjp^G is
torsion complete and paG is homogeneous with order bound pn is completely
determined by G\paG, paG and its class of high subgroups.
To consider groups of Ulm type 5ja>, we introduce the idea of an tu-summable
group:

a group

C is said to be w-summable

if C={Jnea

Cn such that {Cn}nem is a

chain of panC-h\gh subgroups of C. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for
two to-summable groups to be isomorphic, and show that any abelian /»-group of
Ulm type ^w is an isotype subgroup between an to-summable group C and its
completion with respect to the topology induced by {pmnC}nea.
For groups of countable Ulm type, we get similar results using "generalized"
Ulm factors (for which the groups of Ulm type a» are a special case). From this we
not only show the existence of reduced abelian /^-groups of countable Ulm type
_
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having prescribed Ulm factors but obtain all such groups. This generalizes results
of Fuchs and Kulikov as prescribed in Theorems 35.5 and 38.2 of [4].
Examples are then given to show that some of the structure theorems are the
best possible, and to give greater insight as to why two reduced abelian /»-groups
having the same Ulm factors might differ.
In what follows, all groups will be /»-primary abelian groups. If a is an ordinal,
by ß e a we mean 0^/J<a,
a> is the first infinite ordinal, a»*= cu—{0}, and c is the
cardinality of the continuum. If G is a group and a e G, then r(G) will be the Ulm
type of G, r(G) the rank of G, and h(a) the generalized height of a in G (see [4]).
Also © and 2 W'U be used for direct sum and < ■• • > for group generated by
In general, the notation and terminology will be similar to that of [4] or [10].

1. Preliminaries.
For notational purposes we will say that a subgroup H of G
is /?-high in G (ß an ordinal) if H is a peG-high subgroup of G (see [7]). Thus an
a>-high subgroup of G is just a high subgroup of G.
The following lemma will be very useful in the sequel.
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a reduced p-group and let H be a (a + n)-high subgroup of G
with a a limit ordinal and n a nonnegative integer. Then G[ps] = H[ps] © K[ps]for
s^n+l
and any complementary summand K of a maximal pn-bounded summand

ofpaG.
Proof. Clearly G[p] = H[p] ® K[p\. Suppose G[ps] = H[ps] ® K[ps] fors<n + l.
Let x e G[ps + 1]-G[ps].

Then px = h+y

such that h e H[ps] and y e K[ps]. Since

K is a complementary summand of a maximal /»"-bounded summand of paG we
may choose ze K such that pz=y. Since H is pure we may choose ke H such that
pk = h. Thus x —(k + z) e G[p] and the result follows.
The next theorem arose while considering the following question : Let G and H
be groups with high subgroups K and L, respectively. Let a:G-+G/paG
and
ß: H-> H¡paH be natural. Suppose that p^G^p^H and that y is an isomorphism
from K onto L such that the isomorphism induced by y from a(K) onto ß(L) can
be extended to an isomorphism from G/paG onto H/pmH. Are G and H isomorphic? \f pmG is a direct sum of cyclic groups each of order/»" then the answer is
in the affirmative as indicated by the following theorem. In general the answer is
negative as is shown by Example 1 in §4.

Theorem 1.2. Let G and H be reducedp-groups, 8 a limit ordinal, and n a positive
integer such that
(i) there exist (8 + n—l)-high subgroups Gn-X and Hn^1ofG and H, respectively,
that are isomorphic under an isomorphism a and
(ii) there exist (8 + n)-high subgroups Gn and Hn of G and H, respectively, containing Gn_! and Hn_u respectively, and an isomorphism a from GJp6Gn onto
HJp6Hn such that o(x+piGn) = a(x)+piHnfor all xeGn^±.
Then there exists an isomorphism ß from Gn onto Hn such that a(x+paGn)=ß(x)
+pôHn for all xeGn andß\Gn.1=a.
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Proof. Note that p6Gk= ZÏ=i B¡ with Bf^J,ß&.t<«f> such that 0(uf)=pi and
pôHk = 2ï=i C, with C¡ = 2Ber. <X> such that 0(i>?)=/?', for £ = «- 1, «. (The rank
of Bn is equal to the rank of Cn since the rank of GJGn-x

is equal to the rank of

HJHn-x.)
For each p.eFn there exists a sequence {xf}jem of elements of Gn satisfying the
following conditions:

1. xl = <,
2. pntxt = x% for all / e to,
3. xf —pnxf+ ! e Gn_! for all i e w,
4. GJGn.x = <{xf + Gn_! | /eto,^ern}>.
For each p, e Fn we construct such a sequence inductively. Let Xo= wñand choose
xl e Gn such that pnx\ = x^. Assume that xj¡,...,xf
have been obtained. Since
G„/Gn_i is divisible there exists j e Gn such that x[i + Gn-x=pny + Gn-x. Thus
x§+GB_1=pB,xf+GB_1=/j»<,+1>+ifJB_1.
Since Gn_! is pure in G„ and h(x$)^oj,
there exists g g Gn_i such that xg=/»n<i + 1)(>'+g). Let xui+x=y+g. Then pn{i+ 1)xui+ x
= xg and xrf—pnxf+x=(xf —pny)— pnge Gn_x. Thus conditions 1-4 are satisfied.
Next, for each ¡x e Tn, there exists a sequence {yï}ieo}of elements of Hn satisfying
the following conditions:

!'• P6Hn = 2Ki d 0 Z«srn <jg>

such that 0(yt>)=p\

T. pniy? = j»g for all / e to,
3'. yteo(xt+pàGn),
4'. yf-pnfi + x = a(xt-pnxf+x)eHn.x,
5'. //n///n-! = <{jf+//„_,
11 e to, Me rn}>.
Let /u e Tn. Choose wf e o(xl¡+p6Gn) for each i e to*. Note that
0(wt+p6Hn)

Thus pni èO(wf)^pna

= 0(o-'(wt+p6Hn))

= 0(x?+p°Gn)

= pni.

+ 1\ Then

/»"X = A:+/»s2 *X
such that A:e p6Hn_x, Ofís^n, ffH=0 for almost all /^ s Tn, and there exists ijeT,
such that 0 < a„ <p. Suppose s > 0. Let k! e Hn_x such that pk' = k. Then

«er„

h e (Hn^x)[p] and w e Cn[/>]. Thus
p^^.xf+p'Gn

= a-V"-1"'?+/><s#n)

= cc-^h-k^+p^n.

Therefore /»"' ~ 1xf = a~1(h —k')+g for some g e póGn. This implies that a ' 1( —k) +pg
=pnix$=xt, which is a contradiction. Thus 0(wf)=pn<i + 1).
Let y%=pnw\ for each ft e Yn. Then 2«er» Oo> ¡s direct and

p*Hn
= "J
C,©«er„
2 <•>*>■
1= 1
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To show that the sum is direct, first note that any y e <{^g | p, e Tn}> may be
expressed as y=ps 2«er„ ouylo, where Ofísfín, 0^a„</»" for all p. e Yn, «„ = 0 for
almost

all p. e Fn, and 0<a„<p

with s<n.
/*e(#n-i)bs

for some r¡ e Vn. Suppose

that 0=/»s 2«er„ a^Jo

Then from Lemma 1.1 we have /»n_1 2«er„ aHw$= h + k such that
+ 1] and keCn[ps + 1]. Thus

p"-1 2

a«xî+PôGn = ^-1(jPn-1 2

«ern

V

atWi+p'H»)

«er„

= a-^+p'Gn.
/

Hence

/»" + s 2»6r„a«^i=Ps

height

of pn+s 2«er„ ß«*i in /J*Gn is i (since 0<av<p)

+ 1«"1(Ä)+/»s + 1g=/»s + 1g for

some

gep6Gn.

But

the

which is a contradiction.

Thus the sum is direct. That p6Hn = J,f~l Q ® 2«er„ (yo) follows from the fact
that a is an isomorphism onto HJpöHn-1.

Assume that y%,..., j>f_i have been defined such that conditions 2', 3', and 4'
are satisfied, y'- —wljepôGn for 0<j<i,
and a(xf_1— /»"xf)=jf_1— /»"wf. Choose
.Pi = Mf—a where a = w\ —/»"vvf+1—a(xf —/»"xf+1) epöGn. It is easily seen that the
sequences {j>f}iEm,
^ e r„, satisfy conditions l'-5'.
With the sequence just constructed we can extend a to an isomorphism from Gn
onto Hn. First we note that if x e Gn, then x can be expressed uniquely as
x=c + 2(ier„ 2iera atxi

where C>-¿at<pn,

and p, e Yn. This follows from Theorem

ceGn-u

and af=0

for almost

all ¡ew

29.7 in [4]. Thus the desired extension

is

obtained by defining

ß: Gn-+ Hn:ß(x) = ß(c+ 2 2 «?*?)

= a(c)+ 2 2a^tiern ieta

It is clear that ß is a well-defined,
x = c + Z«er„ Ziso) «W

and ^ = ¿+2«^,,

one-to-one,
Le» ¿W

onto map. Let x, y e Gn. Then
where c,deGn.^

and a?, ¿>f are

restricted as above. In order to consider the sum x+y we develop the following.

Let p. e rn. If a?, of = 0 for all i e cu define cf = 0 for all i 6 <u.If not, let j be the
largest integer such that af or ¿»?^0. There exists unique integers m, and rt such
that aj + bj = m,pn + rj-with0^rj<pn(mj
= 0,1). Assuming mi_j + 1,rJ_i + 1 have been
obtained for i&j, let r}-t and m^i be the unique integers such that aj-l + bj-l

+ mj-l +1= mj-iPn + rj-i with 0ar,_j</
(wy_j = 0, 1). Let cf=r< for i=0,...,j
and cf=0 for i>j. If m^^Q, 0^i<j, let i/f=/»"x^_i-^_i_1.
Otherwise let
rff=0. Then x+y = c + d+Zuer» 2¡eM(cfxf+ ¿f) where rff e (?„_!. Thus

£(x+j) = a(C+ i/)+ 2 2 («W + «W)) = jSW+r'O')
where the second equality follows from condition 4'. Therefore ß is the desired
isomorphism.
The following lemma will be useful in determining how the Ulm factors are put
together to form the group.
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Lemma 1.3. Let G be a reduced p-group, 8 a limit ordinal, and {Gi}iema chain

(G¡cGi +1) of(8 + i)-high subgroups of G. Let G0= \J(eaGt. Then G= (G6,pôGy.
PiG = \Ji<=o)PdGi
if and only ifG = {JiE(úG¡. Also pâGô is a basic subgroup ofp6G.
Proof. Since Gn is isotype (see [8]), /»dGn= 2?=i Bt, such that /?¡ is a direct sum
of cyclic groups of order /»'; /?=2¡ero Bi is a basic subgroup of pöG; and pôG =
2f-i Bi ® K where An=<2t00=B+1B¡, pô+n G>. Let x e G with order pk+1. By Lemma
l.\,x = a + b withaeGk[/7fc + 1] and be Kk[pk + 1]. Thus xe (Gö,p6G>. The lemma

follows.
Corollary

1.4. G=(Gô,pô+nG}, n an integer.

Corollary

1.5. G¡p0G^G0lp6G0.

Proof. G/p6G=(G6+p°G)/p°GzGól(G0
G6 is isotype.)
Corollary

np*G) = Gó/p6Gó.(G0np°G=pôG0

since

1.6. Using the notation of Lemma 1.3 suppose there exists iso-

morphisms a from G6 onto H6 and ß from p6G onto p6H such that a\pöGö=ß\p6G6.
Then there exists an (unique) isomorphism <pfrom G onto H such that <p\G6= a and

9\p°G=ß.

Proof. If g e G then g = a + b with a e Gö and b epôG. Thus define
<p:G-*H:<p(g)

= a(a)+ß(b).

It is easily seen that <pis an isomorphism.
Theorem 1.7. Let G and H be reducedp-groups and 8 a limit ordinal such that pàG
andp'H are torsion complete. A necessary and sufficient condition for G and H to be
isomorphic is that there exist sequences {G¡}iecoand {//¡}iecoof subgroups of G and H,
respectively, satisfying the following conditions:
1. For each i e to, G¡ and Hi are (8 + i)-high subgroups of G and H, respectively.
2. For each i eco, Gí^Gj + í and H^HiJrX.
3. There exists a sequence {<Pi}iem
such that <ptis an isomorphism from Gi/p6Gi onto
Hl¡p6Hi such that if i>0, <pi\Gi-xlp6Gi-X= <pi-x where Gl-1/pôGi-x is embedded in
Gt/pdGi in the natural manner.
4. p6G and p6H are isomorphic.
Proof. The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency we first construct a sequence
{"Piheo)such that <p(is an isomorphism from G¡ onto //,, yj|Gi_1 = yf_1, />0, and

(Pi(x+p6Gi) = tpi(x)+p6Hi for all xeG(. We proceed by induction. Let y0 = 95oAssuming that &_! has been constructed, note that q>i(x+pôGi) = tpi_x(x)+piHi for
all xeGi-u Thus by Theorem 1.2 there exists an isomorphism fa from G( onto Ht

such that <pi(x+peGt)=<pi(x)+pôHi and yj|Gi_1=yi_1.
H6 = {Jism //(. Let <pbe an isomorphism

ß be an isomorphism fromp'G

Let Gó= \Jt£<0Gi and

from G0 onto H6 such that cp\Gi= (pi. Let

onto p6H such that ß\p6G6 = <p\pöGö.(ß exists since
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pöG is torsion complete and pôGô is a basic subgroup of p6G (see [11]).) By Corollary
1.6, there exists an isomorphism y from G onto //such that y\Gó = <pand y\pöG=ß.
Thus G and H are isomorphic.
If we define the chain of subgroups {(G¡+pöG)lpöG}iea to be a " S-high chain" in
G/pdG then, in the case that pôG is torsion complete, G is characterized by its class

of "S-high chains" andp6G.
Corollary

1.8. Let G and H be p-groups such that G/p^G^H/p^H,

G/paG is

torsion complete, p01G~p°>H^'2lZ(pn) (n fixed), and G and H have isomorphic high
subgroups. Then G and H are isomorphic.

Under the conditions of Corollary 1.8 we have that G is characterized
paG, and its class of high subgroups.

by G/paG,

Lemma 1.9. Let G be a reduced p-group, H a subgroup of G with basic subgroup B,

and a an ordinal. If B<^p"G then H<^paG.
Proof. Assume that //<=/>"G for all ß < <j^ a. Let x e H. If a is not a limit ordinal
let S be such that o =8+ 1. Then x ep6G, and since B is basic in H there exists
v e H<^p6G such that py-x = be B. Since B^p"G^p"G
there exists z ep6G such
that pz = b. Thus p(y —z) = x, and xep°G. If ais a limit ordinal then x epßG for all
ß<<j and hence xepaG. Thus H^p"G. Therefore H<=paG.
Lemma 1.10. Let G be a reduced p-group and let {a;}i6(Bbe an increasing sequence
of ordinals such that a0 = 0. For each j e w, let ß, be the ordinal such that ma^+ßj
= a)(xj+ 1. For each j e a> let {K[}iem be a chain of subgroups of G such that K{
is (ßj+l)-high
in pwa¡G, and K¿+1^pe¡K^ where K3a= \Jie<û K{. Then £? =

({Kl,\j<n}, K?~) is (a>an+1 +i)-high in G.
Proof. Well order {(n, i) \n,ie w} by (n, i) < (m, k) if n < m and (n, i) < (m, k) if
n = m and i<k. If « = 0 then clearly S° is (w + /)-high in G for all i e w. Suppose the
result is true for all (n, i)<(m, k),m>0. Note that S">npa,a»>+i +kG = 0, and let S
be an (a>am+ 1-|-Â;)-high subgroup of G containing S%. Let xeS and suppose
0(x) =pr +1 for some r ea>. First note that by Lemma 1.9 and the induction
hypothesis

we havepaamSv} = KZt. Next note that S£[pr + 1] = S?-1[pr

+ 1] ® M[pr+1]

where Misa complementary summand of a maximal /»r-bounded summand of Kf.
This follows from the fact that paa<<<S£
= K!? and Lemma 1.1. Let B be a basic
subgroup of M and L = {B,paa^rGy.
Then M^L and G[/7r + 1] = 5,rm_1[pr+ 1]

®L[pr + 1]. (Again the induction
x = a + b such that

hypothesis

a e Srm_1br + 1] and

beL[pr

and Lemma
+ 1]. Thus

1.1 are used.) Now
b e S n paa™G and

it

follows that <6, Kg} n /»mam
+i +fcG= 0. Since K% is (ßm+k)-high in paa^G, b e K?.

Therefore S=SZ.
Corollary

1.11. 5" is isotype in G.
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1.12. Following the notation of Lemma 1.10, the map

a: Sp/p^mSZ -> G/paa*>G:x+p^S?
is an isomorphism

Proof.
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-> x+p^G

of Sk/paa«> onto G/paa™G.

Let xeG

and x = a + b with ae

suchthat

0(x)=pr

+ 1. Then G[/»r+1] = 5rm"1[/»r+ 1] ®L[pr + 1]

Srm_1[/»r + 1] and beL[pr

+ 1]. Since

L^paa^G,

o(a+pa""<-S^)

= x+pma«>G. Hence o is onto. The result follows easily.

Corollary

1.13. Following the notation of Lemma 1.10,
KilptiKl, z paaiG/paai +iG.

Remark 1.14 (Topological

considerations).

Let G be a reduced /7-group,

ß an ordinal ^ 1. Let P* be the topology induced on G by taking the chain of
subgroups {paG}af¡íúB
as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. Let ifn be the
relative topology induced on G[pn] by 3~B. Let &~Bbe the inductive limit topology
on G obtained by taking the inductive limit of the topological groups (G[pn], J~n)
in the category of topological abelian groups (see [2]). We shall refer to &~Bas the
^-topology on G. Note that ^e is Hausdorff if the Ulm type of G is -¿ß, and, in this
case, the completion of G with respect to the ^-topology is the torsion subgroup of
the completion of G with respect to &~ß.
To obtain a convenient fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for the
¿3-topology we need a special class of I. Kaplansky's ¿/-sequences (see [10]). Let G
be a reduced /»-group of Ulm type ^ A (A a limit ordinal). A sequence â={al}ieù}
with a0, ax, «a,... ordinals less than toA is called a (A—i/)-sequence for G if
(i) a0 < ax < a2 < ■■•, and

(ii) ak+\<ak
+ x implies fa(dk)^0 where fG(ctk) is the afcth Ulm invariant of G.
The Ulm sequence of an element xeG is defined to be Ua(x) = {hG(pix)}ie01(the

height of plx in G).
Partially order these sequences componentwise. If à is a (A—C/)-sequence for G,
then G{à}= {x e G | Ua(x) ä &}is an unbounded fully invariant subgroup of G. Let K
be the set of all (A—t/)-sequences for G. Let Jr = {G{â} | à e K). Then & is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for !Te.
Remark 1.15 (Subdirect sum). Let G be an unbounded reduced /»-group Of
Ulm type ß^ 1. If G has Ulm type 1 we endow G with the large topology (see [3]).
If G has Ulm type ß we endow G with the j8-topology. Let H be a dense isotype
subgroup of G ; let B be a direct sum of cyclic /^-groups such that B has the same
rank as G/H; let D be a divisible hull of B; let cr: G -> G///and y: D -> D/B be the
natural homomorphisms; and let/be an isomorphism from G/H onto D/B. Define

K={(g, d)\geG,
de D, and f(o(g)) = y(d)}, a subgroup of G © D. It can be
shown that H © {0} is an to/3-high subgroup of K and {0} © B=p<oBK.We shall
identify H with //.© {0}and B with {0}© B. We shall refer to K as the subdirect
sum of G and D with coß-high subgroup H and paeK=B.
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Let B='£iea)Bt
with Bt = 2aer, <*«,i> and 0(xa,i)=pi
for all o¡er¡,
and let
{^Jfsffl be a chain of dense isotype subgroups of G such that (Jlea //¡ = G and
//; +1///¡ has the same rank as B¡. Let D¡ be a divisible hull of B¡ for each / 6 w,
^>= 2ieta A> and choose a jail e Z)¡, for each a e r¡ and i e co*, such that/»j>œ>i= xaii.
Let Li = 2aer, <za>i> be a complementary summand of //¡[/»] in Hl + 1[p] for each
/ecu. Let a: G-> G/H0 and .^: D¡-> Z)¡//?¡ for each /eco be natural homomorphisms, and let / be an isomorphism from G/H0 onto 2iem A/^¡ such that

fWHo = IU DJBtand/(za,i+ //0)=Ja>i+ 2 ¿>V
DefineK={(g, d)\geG,deD,
and /(c(g)) = 2 ^¡(di) where c/=2 ¿i, ¿¿e DJ, a subgroup

shown that H't= {(h,d)\ heH(,de2Uo

of G © D. It is easily

A> and f(o(h)) = 2yfá)

where d=^d„

dj e D,} is (co/9+ /)-high in K and paßK=B. In this case we shall refer to K as //¡e
chain" {//Jiera andpaßK=B.
Remark 1.16. If a>co is a countable limit ordinal, then a is of one and only one

subdirect sum of G and D with "ß-high

of the following types :
Type 1. There exists a limit ordinal ß<a such that ßoi>a.
Type 2. There exists a sequence {ai}i6(0of countable limit ordinals

such that

a0 = 0, ai + 2 —ai + 1 ^aj + 1 —a¡ for all / e w, and limi6m a( = a.

Note that if a is of type 1 we may choose ß of type 2, and if a is of type 2, we
may choose the «¡'s of type 2. Hence we will call a sequence {a¡}jEt()of countable
limit ordinals an admissible sequence if a0 = 0, ot(+ 2 —«i + i^^i + i —«¡ for all /ecu,

and a¡ is of type 2 for all / e to.
2. Reduced /»-primary abelian groups of Ulm type ^ w. We will first consider
groups of finite type and determine their structure in terms of the Ulm factors,
sequences of subgroups in each Ulm factor, and sequences of sets of elements of
each Ulm factor that determine how the Ulm factors were "connected." We will
then define an cu-summable group whose structure is determined in a similar
manner, induce a topology on these groups, and show that every group of Ulm
type co is an isotype subgroup of the completion of an co-summable group.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a reduced/»-group and a an ordinal number such that
a< t(G). Let {Ki}isa be a chain of subgroups
paaG. Let a : paaG -> Ga =paaGlpa{a

of pwaG such that Kt is (co +/)-high

+ "G be the natural

homomorphism.

in

Then {^i}ie(0

will be called a high chain of/»maG and {CT(/Q}iem
will be called a high chain of Ga.
Definition 2.2. Let G and H be reduced /»-groups and let Ga, a e t(G), and Ha,
a e t(H), be the <xth Ulm factors of G and //, respectively. Let <p¡:Ga +Í —>Ha+i,
i e co, be (onto) isomorphisms. Then {<Pi}ie(0
is said to be compatible if for every
/ e co there exist
(i) high chains {K{}¡e01and {L|}iew of/»m(a+J)G andp^a+nH,

(ii) decompositions/»M^/=2Ui

respectively,

2^Ki) <4"!,)>and/»ML{= 2U1 2*«r(M ,</,«•»>

for each / e co*, and

(iii) {{«,<«•»| « e r(M)}}iera., «<«•'>e Ki, and {{v?-» | « e r(i>y)}}ieM.,
v?-»eU
fying the following conditions :

satis-
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if fÜ,=\J*»Ki

and Va=\Jt^U
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then p°>K^K¿ +í and

rilen**.
(b) For all p.e TiU), ieo>*, andjeoj,piuf'í'>
(c) For all peY(U),

Ha +j are the natural

iew,

andjeco,

homomorphisms,

= x\u-ñandpiv\¡l-i)=yil'-1\

if ay:/7<u(a+»G^

Ga + i and Pj:paia+i)H

then cpjaJ(uf-i)) = pj(vf,fí),

->

<pj+ xoJ+ x(x¡",i))

= Pi+Áy?-i)), and <Pjoj(Kí)= pj(L{).
We state the following structure theorem in spite of its inelegance because of its
structural value.
Theorem 2.3. Let G and H be reduced p-groups with at most a finite number of
Ulm factors G0, Gx,..., Gm and H0, Hx,...,
Hm, respectively. A necessary and
sufficient condition for G and H to be isomorphic is that there exist isomorphisms

cpf.Gj —>H„7 = 0,...,

m, such that {cp,}f=
0 is compatible.

Proof. Since the necessity is clear we will prove only the sufficiency. We will use
the notation of Definition 2.2 with a=0.
Let a: G -*■G/pa2G and p: H-*■ H/pa2H be the natural homomorphisms.
First
we construct an isomorphism a0 from G/pa2G onto H/pa2H such that <x0a(i4",0))
= p(v\uM) for all /Eto*, p.e r(i>0). Construct, inductively on n, an isomorphism a
from o(K°) onto p(L%) such that in the nth step we use the construction in the proof
of Theorem 1.2 and choose xl = o(ui£M) and w>i= p04u,0)) for all p.e r(n0). Thus
a\a(p°'K^) = (px\a(paK°). By Corollary 1.6 there exists an isomorphism a0 from
G/pa2G onto H/pm2H such that a0\o(K°) = a and a0\Gx =<px.
Next let o:G-> G/p^k +2)G and P: H -> H/p°'ík +2)H be natural. Let

SÏ = <Xn IJ < k), KT> and T? = {{LI\j < k},Lk}
for all «Eto and .S£ = Uíe<o S? and Tk = (Jtecû T¡° (as considered in Lemma 1.10).
Suppose an isomorphism ak has been defined from G//»M<fc
+ 1)G onto H/pa<k + vH

such that ak\Gk = cpk. Construct, inductively on n, an isomorphism a from a(Sa)
onto p(T£) such that in the nth step we use the construction in the proof of Theorem
1.2 and

choose

xux= o(uiu-k + 1)) and

wux= P(v(nu-k+ 1)) for

all

p.eYin,k + 1). Thus

a\o(p^k + ^Sk) = cpk+ x\<j(paik + 1,SÍ). By Corollary 1.6, there is an isomorphism ak + x
from G/pu'lk + 2) onto H/pa(k + 2)H such that ak + x\o(Sk) = a and ak + x\Gk + x = cpk+ x.
Thus we obtain an isomorphism am-x from G onto H.

Corollary
2.4. Any reduced p-group with a finite number of Ulm factors can be
const rue ted from the Ulm factors using the methods of Theorem 38.1 in [4].

Definition 2.5. Let G be a reduced /»-group. Then G will be said to be to-summable if there exists a chain of subgroups {G¡}ietl).,with G¡ to/-high in G, such that
G = Uteco- G¡.
Notation 2.6. Let a and ß be limit ordinals, and i,jew. We shall call a subgroup A:j of G a (ßi, a +/')-subgroup of G if K) is an (a+/)-high subgroup of petG.
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We shall call a subgroup Kla of G a (j3/, (a, co))-subgroup
some chain {A"j}j6mof (ßi, a +7-)-subgroups of G.

of G if Kla = {JJsa K) for

Theorem 2.7. A reduced p-group G is cu-summable iffG = ({Ki(ù\ i e wjyfor some
sequence {Ki,}ieol of(a>i, (co, co))-subgroups of G such that p^K^K]^1.

Proof. Clearly if G = ({Kl | /eco}> we may take (?,=<{** | k<i-l),

H is a high subgroup of K*,-1 such that H^p^K^2
Lemma 1.10.

//> where

if />1. This follows from

If G = lJiera. G¡ with G¡ cu/-high in G we may construct a sequence {.Kí}«^ as
follows. Let K° be a chain of (cu■0, co+/)-subgroups
of G2 with K^ = G1 and
^° = {JieaKt. Assuming that K£<=Gn +2 has been constructed let KS + 1 be a
(co(« +1 ), co)-subgroup of Gn + 2 containing paK% and {^¡" + 1}iea) be a chain of
(co(«+l),

co+ /)-subgroups

of Gn + 3. Let /^5 + 1 = Uieco A,n+ 1. Then it follows

easily

from Lemma 1.10 that G = <{A"^| /eco}>.
It follows that if G is co-summable then G^Ç£iem KD/R where Kl is a group
of Ulm type ^ 2, /»"A^ is isomorphic to a basic subgroup of A^+1, and R is a relation which identifies/»"Ä^ with a particular basic subgroup of Kla+1.
To construct KL let a, : paiG -*• paiG\pmii+X)G= G¡, the /th Ulm factor of G, be
the natural homomorphism and {//,}iem be a high chain of patG. Let £i + 1 be a basic
subgroup of G1+1 and Di +1 a divisible hull of Äi +1. Then A"á can be constructed
(up to isomorphism) as the subdirect sum of Gt and Di + 1 with high chain {ff((//()}(eo,
and elements of infinite height 5i + 1. (The set {za>i| a e T,, /ecu} as defined in

Remark 1.15 should be carefully chosen.)
Theorem 2.8. Let G and H be w-summable groups and let G, and H, be thejth
Ulm factors of G and H, respectively. A necessary and sufficient condition for G and H
to be isomorphic is that there exist isomorphisms <pf:Gy —>-H¡ such that {<Pj}je!ûis
compatible and the high chains in (i) of Definition 2.2 can be chosen such that they
generate G and H, respectively.

3. Reduced /»-primary abelian groups of countable Ulm type. We shall need the
following generalization of Ulm factor. If G is a reduced /»-group and ß is a limit
ordinal such that ß —w or ß is of type 2, then the ath ß-factor of G is defined to be
peaG/pe(a + 1)G. Note that the ath co-factor is just the ath Ulm factor. Also if ß is the
Ulm type of G and {ai}i6C0
is an admissible sequence converging to ß, then we will
define the /th {a^-factor

to be paa'G/paa> + iG.

In this section we will determine the structure of a reduced /»-primary abelian
group of countable Ulm type in terms of the structure of its various factors.
Definition 3.1. Let G be a reduced /»-group, let ß be a (countable) limit ordinal
of type 2, and let {a¡}ie¡0be an admissible sequence converging to ß. Then G will be
said to be ß-summable if there exists a chain of subgroups {Gj}iem.with G¡ coarhigh
in G such that G = Uiew Gt. A subgroup C of G is said to be a ß-summable subgroup
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of G if there exists a chain of subgroups {G¡}iea).of G with G¡ coarhigh in G such that

G=Ui€0)'CiNote that the definition of a /8-summable group is independent of the choice of
the admissible sequence converging to ß.
The next theorem is an immediate generalization of Theorem 2.5. Let a and ß be
limit ordinals, {a¡}iema sequence of limit ordinals, and y e co. Following the notation
of the last section we call a subgroup K\ of G a (j8a¡, a+y)-subgroup of G if K] is an
(a+y)-high subgroup of /»"a<Gand a subgroup K'œ of G a (j8a(, (a, co))-subgroup of
G if K'a = [Jje(u K\ for some chain {K)}jeiú of (j8a¡, a +y')-subgroups
of G.

Theorem 3.2. Let ß be a countable limit ordinal of type 2. A reduced p-group G
is ß-summable iff there exists an admissible sequence {af}ie(0of limit ordinals converging to ß and a sequence {A^,}iet0of (coa¡, (co(a¡ +1 —a¡), co))-subgroups

of G with

p°x«i+1- «¿Kl c Kl+1 such that G = <{/sT¿| / e co}>.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5.
It follows that, if G is ß-summable, then G~(2¡effl KL)/R where Kla is a group of
type ^ (a¡ + j —a¡) +1 and R is a relation

which identifies /»raAXwith a particular

basic subgroup of KÍ?1.
To construct

Jfi,

let di:paa'G^p'oa'G/p'oia>^-a')G

= Gi, the /th {aj-factor,

be

the natural homomorphism and {H¡}¡ea be a chain of subgroups of /»maiGsuch that
//j is (co(a¡+ j —a,) + /)-high in paaiG. Let Bi + 1 be a basic subgroup of Gj + 1 and
A + i a divisible hull of Bi + 1. Then K¡¡,can be constructed (up to isomorphism) as
the subdirect sum of G¡ and Di + 1 with to(a¡ +1 —a¡)-high chain {(^(//j)}^ and
paiai*i ~ai)A^i= 5i + 1. (Again the set {za¡l \ a e Ft, i e co} as defined in Remark 1.15
should be carefully chosen.) (That ct¡(//¡) is isotype and dense in the (ai + 1—a,)topology follows from Lemma 1.1 and results of [8]. The proofs are similar to those

in [3].)
Remark 3.3. Let ß be a countable ordinal > co and G a reduced /»-group of Ulm
type ß. If ß is not a limit ordinal or ß is of type 1 then there exists a limit ordinal
y<ß such that y is of type 2 and yw>ß. In this case a theorem similar to Theorem
2.1 can be stated with the Ulm factors replaced by the coy-factors, etc. If ß is a limit
ordinal of type 2, let {a¡}be an admissible sequence converging to ß. Then a theorem
similar to Theorem 2.8 can be stated for /?-summable/»-groups with the Ulm factors
replaced by the {a¡}-factors, etc.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a reduced p-group of Ulm type ß such that ß is a countable
limit ordinal of type 2 (or ß = cS). Let C be a ß-summable subgroup of G. Then C is a
dense subgroup of G with respect to the ß-topology on G.
Proof. Let x e G such that 0(x)=pk and let a = {ai}íembe a (ß— t/)-sequence. We
will show that (x + G{ä}) n C# 0. Let y be the least limit ordinal greater than or
equal to ak. Then (pyG)[pk]^G{&}. (Note that y<wß since, otherwise, to/}= a¡ + co.)
Let K be a (y + /V)-high subgroup of C, and let M be a complementary summand of
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summand of pvG. Then G[pk] = K[pk] © M[pk] by Lemmas

1.1 and 1.10. Thus x=y + z where ye K[pk] and z e M[pk]. Thusx + G{â}=y + G{à}
and since G{à} n C# 0 we must have (x + G{ä}) n C¥= 0Lemma 3.5. Let C be a p-group of length ß, a countable limit ordinal of type 2 (or
ß = oS).Let C be the completion of C with respect to the ß-topology. Then C is isotype

inC.
Proof. Suppose/?aC=Cn/>aCfor
all a <y. If y is a limit ordinal then it is easily
shown that prC=C n pvC. If y is not a limit ordinal then y = a+l for some
ordinal a. Let xeC n pyC. Let yep"C such that py = x. There exists a sequence
{jihew in C converging to y. For sufficiently large /, yt— yepaC
and hence
y{epaCn
C for these /. Therefore, py¡ —x, py¡epYC for large /; thus xepyC.

The proof follows.
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a reduced p-group and let ß be a countable limit ordinal of
type 2 (or ß = o>). Let C be a ß-summable subgroup of G. Then G/paßG is isomorphic
to an isotype subgroup V between C and C, the completion of C with respect to the
ß-topology.
Proof. That G/pmßG is isomorphic to an isotype subgroup between C and C
follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 above and Proposition 5, p. 246 in [1].
Theorem 3.7. Let ß be an ordinal of type 2 (or ß = co) and let G be a reduced
p-group of Ulm type S;ß. Let S be a subsocle of G[p] dense with respect to the
ß-topology on G. Let L be a subgroup of G such that L[p]^S. Let H be a maximal
subgroup of G containing L and supported by S. Then H is paß-pure(}) in G.

Proof. Let a < coß. Since S is dense in G[p] we may write G[p] = S © F such that
pcpaG. (If not, there exists xeG[p] —S such that the height of x is <cc and
x + (paG)[p] n S=0 contradicting the density of S.) By Theorem 2 of [8] we have
that H is pa + J-pure in G. Thus it follows easily that H is /»""-pure in G.

Corollary

3.8. If the type of G is ^ß then H is isotype in G.

Corollary
3.9. If G is a group of type fiß then G and H have the same (up to
isomorphism) Ulm factors.
We will now proceed to give a general construction for groups of countable
Ulm type. I.e., if t is a countable ordinal, X is a cardinal, and {Ga}aei is a sequence
of ¿»-groups without elements of infinite height satisfying
(')

Z,0Sa<i

\Ga\ SfSS

j loSa<mln(cti,i)

00 Z««<t|G«|^|GilK»

\Ga\,

forall0^<T,

(iii) r(Ba + x)^ñn r(Ga) for all 1 ^a+1 <r,
where Ba + Xis a basic subgroup of Ga + X, we will construct all reduced/7-groups

satisfying

(a) \G\= K
(') The terminology currently used is weakly /»""'-pure.

G
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(b) t(G) = t, and
(c) the Ulm sequence of G is {GJaet.
Let {Ga}aealbe a sequence of/»-groups with no elements of infinite height satisfying conditions (i) and (iii). For each a e co let Ba be a basic subgroup of Ga such
that r(GJBa)^r(Ba
+ 1). Having chosen the Ba's, let Ha be a pure subgroup of Ga
containing Ba such that r(GJHa) = r(Ba + 1) and let Da + 1 be a divisible hull of
Ba + 1. Let Ka be a subdirect sum of Ga and Ba + i with high subgroup Ha and
elements of infinite height Ba + 1. Let C=(J,aei0 Ka)/R where R is the relation that
identifies pm(Ka) with the basic subgroup Ba + 1 in Ka + 1. Let C be the completion of
C with respect to the co-topology. Let S be a subsocle of C[p] containing C[p],
with | S | = X, and let G be an isotype subgroup of C supporting S. Then G is a
reduced /»-group satisfying conditions (a)-(c). Using the results of §§1 and 2 we note
that all reduced /»-groups of type :£co can be constructed in this manner.
Next let ß be a countable ordinal >to and suppose that all /»-groups of type <ß
have been constructed, and, moreover, if y <ß and {Ga}aer is a sequence of/»-groups
without elements of infinite height satisfying conditions (i)-(iii), then a group G has
been constructed satisfying conditions (a)-(c) (one may take |G|<X where
appropriate).
Let {Ga}ae/j be a sequence of/»-groups with no elements of infinite height satis-

fying conditions (i)-(iii).
If ß is not a limit ordinal or if ß is an ordinal of type 1, let p be a limit ordinal of
type 2 (or p = w) such that p<ß and pw>ß (the least limit ordinal p such that
pto^jS will do). Let n be the least positive integer such that pn^ß. Let C¡ for
/=0,...,
n —2 be a p-summable reduced /»-group such that the Ulm sequence of
Cf is {Ga}ßiSct<oU+ 1-)and |C¡] ^X, and let Gn_! be a reduced /»-group such that the
Ulm sequence

of Gn.1 is {Ga}p{n-1)ia<ß and |Gn_i| ^ X. Next let C¡ be the com-

pletion of C¡ with respect to the p-topology and let G¡ be an isotype subgroup of C¡
containing C¡ such that |Gf|^X and r(Gi/Ci)^r(Bi +1), Bi +1 a basic subgroup of
Ci + 1 (or G„_a if i —n —2). In the choice of the G¡'s we must choose at least one
with cardinality X. Let H¡ be an isotype subgroup of G¡ containing C¿ such that

r(Gi¡Hi) = r(Bt +1), i = 0,..., n-2. Let A"¡be the subdirect sum of G¡ and Bi +1
with p-high subgroup //¡ and papKi^Bi +1 for / = 0,..., n —2, and let A"n_1 = Gn_1.
Let G = Ç£î=o K¡)¡R where R is the relation that identifies papKt with 5i + 1 the basic
subgroup of Gi + 1. Then G satisfies conditions (a)-(c).
If ß is an ordinal of type 2, let {a¡} be an admissible sequence converging to ß.
Let {Cj}ist0be a sequence of reduced /»-groups such that C¡ is (ai + 1—a¡)-summable,
the Ulm sequence

of C¡ is {Ga}a¡Sa<a¡ +í and |C¡|^X.

For each /ecu

let 5¡ be a

basic subgroup of C¡, let C¡ be the completion of C¡ with respect to the (ai + 1—a¡)topology, and let G¡ be an isotype subgroup of C¡ containing C¡ such that /-(Gj/C¡)
är(/?i + 1) and |G¡|áX. For each /ecu let //¡ be an isotype subgroup of G¡ con-

taining C¡ such that r(GijHi) = r(Bi +1) and let A +i be a divisible hull of Bi +1. Let
K¡ be a subdirect

sum of G¡ and l?i + 1 with (ai + 1—a¡)-high subgroup

//¿ and
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where R is the relation that identifies the

p<o(.cci
+1-a,)fj.'s with Bi + X, the basic subgroup

of Gi + 1. Let C be the completion

of C

with respect to the /S-topology, and let G be an isotype subgroup of G containing C
such that \G\ =X. Then G satisfies conditions (a)-(c) and we see from §3 that every
group of length ß is obtainable in this manner.

4. Examples. The following facts will be needed to justify some of the statements in the construction of the examples.
Lemma 4.1. Let V be a vector space over a field F with infinite dimension r(V).
Let V=M ©A such that Mj=0 and r(N) = m an infinite cardinal number. Then
there exists at least 2m (distinct) complementary summands of M in V.

Proof. Let N=J,aeB <xa> with \ß\ =m. Let 0#x e M. Let
& = {iza I a e ß} I za e {*a, xa + x) for each a e ß}.

Then |^| =2m; if L, L' e if such that L^L

then <L>#<£/>; and for each Le£f,

V=M@2XeL<x).

Corollary
4.2. If G is an unbounded reduced p-group with countable basic subgroup such that \G[p]\ =/n, then there exists 2m dense subsocles Q ofG[p] such that
G[p]/Q has rank one. In fact there exists 2m such subsocles containing the socle of the
same basic subgroup.

Proposition
4.3. Let B be a closed p-group with unbounded countable basic
subgroup B. Then there exists a set S of 2° nonisomorphic pure subgroups between B

and B such that
(1) ifGe S then B/G^Z(pco);

(2) ifG,He<S,G^H,

then G[p]¥=H[p];

(3) if G, H e 'S, G^H,
cp(G[p])= H[p].

there does not exist an automorphism

Proof. Since there are at most c automorphisms

cp of B such that

of B (see [5]) the theorem

follows from Corollary 4.2.
Example 1. Let G and H be reduced /»-groups with high subgroups K and L,
respectively, such that G//»mG^////»"// under an isomorphism cp,p^G^p^H,
and
if a: G -> G/paG and p: H-^H/pwH are natural then <p(o(H))= p(L). If PaG is a
direct sum of cyclic groups all of the same order, it follows by Theorem 1 that G
and H are isomorphic. The following example will show that we cannot remove the
restriction that/»mG be a direct sum of cyclic groups all of the same order and have
G and H necessarily isomorphic. In fact, if /»raG^/»m//s<^i> © <*2> sucn tnat
0(x¡)=p' for i=\,2 then there exists such nonisomorphic groups G and //.

Let B = Y.T=
i <^i> such that 0(b¿)=pi. Let B be the torsion completion of B. Let
Q and R be subsocles of B containing B[p] such that

(1) B[p]/Q^B[p]/R^Z(p)

and

(2) there exists no automorphism

<pof B such that cp(Q)= R.
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Let L be a pure subgroup of B such that L[p] = Rn Q. Let KQ and KR be pure
subgroups of B containing L such that KQ[p]=Q and KR[p] = R. Let M=(xx}

© <x2> such that 0(xi)=pi, i= 1, 2. Let Dt be a divisible hull of <x¡>, /'= 1, 2, and
let £>= />!© D2. Now A-0[/»]=L[/»] © <z>, KB[p]=L[p] © <w>, and Ä[/»]=L[/»]
©<z>©<w>Let d¿e Dt, /=1,2, such that pdi = x¡. Define isomorphisms <px:
B/L^D/Msuchthatcpx(z+L)
= dx+ M, cpx(w+L) = d2+M, and cpx(KQ/L)= Dx and
cp2:B/L^D/M
such that 9>2(z+Z.)= </2+Af, <p2(co+L)= dx + M, and cp2(KR/L)= Dx.
Let a: /?—> F/L and /?: /) -> Z)/M be natural. Define subgroups G and // of

B® Das G = {(b,d)\ be B,de D and <pxa(b)=ß(d)}and H={(b, d)\beB,de
D
and <p2a(Z»)=0(i/)}.
Thus paG = {0}® M^paH^ M, G/p°>G^H/paH^ B,L® {0}is
a high subgroup of G and H, and any isomorphism between the embeddings of
high subgroups of G and H in G/paG and H/paH, respectively, extends to an
isomorphism between G/paG and H/paH (see [11]).
Suppose that cpis an isomorphism from G onto //. Note that

Á0 = {(&,í/) e G I Â;e KQand í/e £>x}
is <jc2>-high in G; o(KQ) = KQ where ct: G -> G/paG is natural;

tfB = {(ye,i/) e H | Ä:e KR and ¿e A}
is <*2>-high in H; and y(KR) = KR where y: //->- H/paH is natural. Now <?(/?<})is
<*2>-high in L and y(<p(A>0))[/»]
= y(A>iî)[/»](by Lemma 4 in [8]). Hence <pinduces an
automorphism of B taking KQ[p] onto KR[p] which is a contradiction. Thus GandL
are not isomorphic.
Example 2. This example shows that the connection between the Ulm factors
described in conditions (b) and (c) of Definition 2.2 must be given.
Let G be a reduced /»-group such that G/pmG^p03G^ B where B is a countable
unbounded direct sum of cyclic groups. Let {G¡}iEWbe a high chain in G. Let
Gm= Ui"oG¡.
Let xepaG[p]-pœGa[p].
Let H be an isotype subgroup of G
containing Gœ such that H[p] = Gm[p] © <x>. Now by [5] there exists 2C nonisomorphic pure subgroups K of H such that K[p] = Glo[p] and p^G^K.
Note

that K/p^K-^GJp^G^H/p^H.
Thus some K is not isomorphic to H. But if
{^¡}ie«j¡s a high chain in K, then A"¡is (to + /)-high in H. If ct: //->- H/p^H and
o':K->K/p°'K
are natural, then <p:K/paK^ H/paH: k+pmK^
k+paH
isomorphism such that oj(ct'(A'í))= ct(Aj). Also /?MAand /»m// are isomorphic.
and //are not isomorphic. Thus the connection must be prescribed.

is an
But /(
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